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Why do companies go remote?

COST

GROWTH

TALENT
REMOTE FIRST!
Work-life freedom contributes to happiness
FREEDOM
Work is something we do, not a place we go
Jeffry Hesse - Agile Coach at Sonatype
Freedom to choose our work
The rise of the Digital Nomad
Why are we going remote?
Why are we going remote?

What does it mean to be present?
I, for one, welcome our robot overlords
Schools
Doctors
A lot has happened. Take another look!
CREATE A SMOOTH, HIGH-BANDWIDTH, NON-GLITCHY TEAM EXPERIENCE ONLINE!

WORK TOGETHER ANYWHERE

WORKSHOP

WWW.COLLABORATIONSUPERPOWERS.COM
What does it mean to be present?

Why are we going remote?

How businesses are changing
Team By Choice

StarterSquad

A Remote Team Perspective With StarterSquad
Forget about Facetime
Let's work on a submission for the Hyperloop design competition (self.spacex)

submitted 9 months ago by self-assembled

I've just made a subreddit (/r/RedditLoop) where we can collectively design a pod for the upcoming competition. The schedule put out by SpaceX is ambitious so we'll need to work quickly. We need broad design, aerodynamic simulations, discussions about compressors, parking, doors, energy consumption, aesthetics, and more. I'm no master engineer myself, but I believe I can help get us started and organize open problems for reddit.
Great internet & equipment or you are doomed
Be deliberate about team building
Start small and iterate

Iterate. Then iterate again.